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The purpose of this article is to initiate Arakelov theory in a
noncommutative setting. More precisely, we are concerned with
Arakelov theory of noncommutative arithmetic curves. A non-
commutative arithmetic curve is the spectrum of a Z-order O
in a ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple Q-algebra. Our ﬁrst main re-
sult is an arithmetic Riemann–Roch formula in this setup. We
proceed with introducing the Grothendieck group K̂0(O) of arith-
metic vector bundles on a noncommutative arithmetic curve
SpecO and show that there is a uniquely determined degree map
d̂egO : K̂0(O) → R, which we then use to deﬁne a height func-
tion HO . We prove a duality theorem for the height HO .
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In her thesis [3,4], Liebendörfer studied the question whether it is possible to obtain some kind of
Siegel’s lemma also in a situation where the coeﬃcients are taken from a (possibly) noncommutative
division algebra of ﬁnite dimension over Q. She establishes a version of Siegel’s lemma when the
coeﬃcients lie in a positive deﬁnite rational quaternion algebra D and the solution vectors belong to
a maximal order in D . In particular, she introduces heights of matrices with coeﬃcients in D .
Our work was initially motivated by the question: can we establish some kind of Arakelov theory
of noncommutative arithmetic curves which enables us to reformulate the results of Liebendörfer?
To answer this question, ﬁrst of all we have to give a deﬁnition of noncommutative arithmetic curves.
We did this by asking what conditions we have to impose on a possible candidate in order to obtain
a nice Arakelov theory for it. It turns out that for our purposes semisimplicity is the right assumption.
This has mainly two reasons. Firstly, given a ﬁnite-dimensional algebra A over a number ﬁeld K , the
trace form trA|K : A × A → K , (a,b) → trA|K (ab) is nondegenerate if and only if A is semisimple. The
non-degeneracy of the trace form is crucial in order to get a reasonable measure on the associated
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Secondly, semisimple algebras over number ﬁelds enjoy the important property that their orders are
one-dimensional in the sense that prime ideals are maximal. This enables us to prove a product
formula in this setting. Without some kind of product formula it is probably impossible to establish a
concise Arakelov theory. To cut a long story short, a noncommutative arithmetic curve is the spectrum
of a Z-order in a ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple Q-algebra.
We now present our main results and methods. Let O be a Z-order in a ﬁnite-dimensional
semisimple Q-algebra A. To any O-module M of ﬁnite length and any prime ideal p of O we as-
sociate a number ordp(M), which is a natural generalization of the valuation function vp known for
prime ideals in a Dedekind domain. Actually, ordp deﬁnes a group homomorphism from the unit
group of A onto the integers. This enables us to deﬁne the (ﬁrst) Chow group CH(O) of O. As well as
in the commutative case we can deﬁne ideal classes of O, but unlike the commutative case the set of
all ideal classes does not admit a natural group structure.
It is crucial in Arakelov theory not only to deal with the ﬁnite places, i.e. the prime ideals, but
also to take the inﬁnite places into account. Since every semisimple algebra A which is not a division
algebra has nontrivial zero divisors, it does not admit a valuation in the usual sense, and hence there
is no well-deﬁned notion of inﬁnite places of A. This is the reason why we have to ﬁnd a substitute
to describe the inﬁnite part. Recall that the Minkowski space KR of an algebraic number ﬁeld K is
isomorphic to K ⊗Q R and that the logarithm induces a homomorphism log : (KR)× →⊕v|∞ Rv ,
where the sum is taken over all inﬁnite places v of K . Hence a possible candidate to describe the
inﬁnite part is the unit group (AR)× of the real algebra AR = R ⊗Q A. It turns out that this is a good
choice and it allows us to deﬁne arithmetic divisors and complete ideal classes of O.
The main results in the second section are Corollary 1 and an arithmetic Riemann–Roch formula
for noncommutative arithmetic curves. Corollary 1 makes a statement about the elements of the unit
group A× , which generalizes the product formula satisﬁed by the nonzero elements of a number ﬁeld.
In Section 3 we introduce arithmetic vector bundles on a noncommutative arithmetic curve SpecO
and deﬁne the arithmetic Grothendieck group K̂0(O) of O. We show that there exists a uniquely
determined homomorphism d̂egO : K̂0(O) → R, called the arithmetic degree, which behaves exactly
like the corresponding map for hermitian vector bundles on commutative arithmetic curves. We use
the arithmetic degree in Section 4 to deﬁne the height HO(V ) of a free A-submodule V of An . If
A is a division algebra, then our height coincides (up to normalization) with the height introduced by
Liebendörfer and Rémond [5]. It is an important property of height functions that they satisfy duality,
i.e. that the height of a subspace equals the height of its orthogonal complement. We establish duality
for the height HO under the assumption that O is a maximal order in A and that the twisted trace
form assumes integral values on O ×O. Liebendörfer and Rémond [5] have proven duality for their
height without the assumption that the twisted trace form assumes integral values on O ×O. Their
proof is rather different than the one in the present article.
Whenever height functions are introduced the question arises if it is possible to prove some
Siegel’s lemma-like result (see also the beginning of this Introduction). In our framework this means
that we consider a system of homogeneous linear equations with coeﬃcients in a ﬁnite-dimensional
semisimple Q-algebra A and we ask, if there exist A-linearly independent solution vectors with co-
eﬃcients in a Z-order O of A, for which the product of their heights can be bounded by the height
of the submodule deﬁned by the linear equations. The proof of such kind of Siegel’s lemma usually
relies on Minkowski’s Second Theorem. But unfortunately, we are not able to generalize Minkowski’s
Second Theorem to our speciﬁc situation. The main obstacle is that if A has zero divisors then it is
no longer true that out of dimQ(A) + 1 Q-linearly independent vectors in some A-module at least
two of them are necessarily A-linearly independent. Therefore the usual way to deduce Minkowski’s
Second Theorem from its original version over Q fails if A has zero divisors. As a consequence, we
are only able to prove a Siegel’s lemma-like result if A has no zero divisors, which means that A is
a ﬁnite-dimensional rational division algebra. But as such a result is already proved by Liebendörfer
and Rémond [5], we refrain from repeating it in this article.
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In this section, we ﬁx the notation which we will use throughout. The unit group of a ring B
with 1 is denoted by B× . A prime ideal of a ring B is a proper nonzero two-sided ideal p in B such that
aBb ⊂ p for all a,b ∈ B \p. The set of all prime ideals of B is denoted by Spec B and called the (prime)
spectrum of B . Given an integral domain R with quotient ﬁeld K , an R-lattice is a ﬁnitely generated
torsionfree R-module L. We call L a full R-lattice in a ﬁnite-dimensional K -vector space V , if L is a
ﬁnitely generated R-submodule in V such that K L = V , where K L is the K -subspace generated by L.
An R-order in a ﬁnite-dimensional K -algebra A is a subring O of A such that O is a full R-lattice
in A. By a left (right) O-lattice we mean a left (right) O-module which is an R-lattice. Speciﬁcally, a
full leftO-ideal in A is a full left O-lattice in A.
From now on we let K denote an algebraic number ﬁeld and R its ring of integers. If O is
an R-order in a ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple K -algebra A, then we call SpecO a noncommutative
arithmetic curve. By [7, (22.3)], the prime ideals p of O coincide with the maximal two-sided ide-
als of O. Therefore O/p is a simple ring, hence it is isomorphic to a matrix algebra Mκp (S) over a
(skew)ﬁeld S . The natural number κp is uniquely determined by p and is called the capacity of the
prime ideal p.
3. A Riemann–Roch formula
Let SpecO be a noncommutative arithmetic curve. Analogously to the commutative case, we deﬁne
the divisor group of O to be the free abelian group
Div(O) =
⊕
p
Zp
over the set of all prime ideals p of O. The construction of principal divisors is a little bit more
complicated as in the standard case. It is based on the following construction. By the Jordan–Hölder
theorem, every left O-module M of ﬁnite length has an O-decomposition series
0 = M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ml = M,
where the composition factors Si = Mi/Mi−1, i = 1, . . . , l, are simple left O-modules and where l =
lO(M) is the length of M . The set of composition factors Si is uniquely determined by M . We claim
that the annihilator
pi = annO(Si) = {x ∈O | xSi = 0}
of Si is a prime ideal of O. Obviously it is a proper nonzero two-sided ideal of O, and for any two
elements x, y ∈O \ pi we have xSi = 0 and ySi = 0, which implies OySi = Si because Si is a simple
left O-module. Hence xOySi = xSi = 0, therefore xOy ⊂ pi , which shows that pi is indeed a prime
ideal of O.
To every left O-module M of ﬁnite length and every prime ideal p of O, we may thus associate a
natural number ordp(M), which is deﬁned to be the number of composition factors S in the Jordan–
Hölder decomposition series of M for which annO(S) = p. Note that ordp generalize the valuation
functions associated to prime ideals of Dedekind domains. Similar functions are also introduced by
Neukirch [6, I.12] for orders in number ﬁelds.
Suppose we have a short exact sequence
0 −→ M ′ −→ M −→ M ′′ −→ 0
of left O-modules of ﬁnite length. Then the composition factors of M are those of M ′ together with
those of M ′′ , therefore ordp behaves additively on short exact sequences.
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semisimple K -algebra A. Let a ⊂O be a left ideal of O such that Ka = A, and let x ∈O be no zero
divisor. Then Ox is a full R-lattice in A and we have the following exact sequence of left O-modules
of ﬁnite length
0 −→Ox/ax −→O/ax −→O/Ox −→ 0.
Since x is not a zero divisor, it follows Ox/ax ∼=O/a, thus
ordp(O/ax) = ordp(O/Ox) + ordp(O/a). (1)
In particular, ordp can be extended to a group homomorphism
ordp : A× −→ Z, u −→ ordp(u) = ordp(O/Ox) − ordp(O/Or),
where r ∈ R and x ∈O are such that ru = x. To see that this map is well deﬁned, we let x, y ∈O,
r, s ∈ R such that u = xr = ys . Since u is a unit, it follows that x and y are no zero divisors. The same is
true for r, s ∈ R∗ ⊂ A× . Hence both O/Ox and O/Or are O-module of ﬁnite length and applying (1)
yields
ordp(O/Oxs) = ordp(O/Ox) + ordp(O/Os)
and
ordp(O/Oyr) = ordp(O/Oy) + ordp(O/Or).
But xs = yr, thus
ordp(O/Ox) + ordp(O/Os) = ordp(O/Oy) + ordp(O/Or),
which shows that ordp(u) does not depend on the choice of x and r with ru = x.
Likewise one sees that ordp : A× → Z is additive. The homomorphisms ordp provide us with a
further homomorphism
div : A× −→ Div(O), u −→ div(u) = (ordp(u)p)p.
The elements div(u) are called principal divisors and they form a subgroup of Div(O) which we denote
by P(O). The factor group
CH(O) = Div(O)/P(O)
is called the (ﬁrst) Chow group of O.
Next, we partition the set J (O) of all full left O-ideals in A into ideal classes by placing two
ideals a,b in the same class if a ∼= b as left O-modules. Each such isomorphism extends to a left
A-isomorphism A = Ka ∼= Kb = A, hence is given by right multiplication by some u ∈ A× . Thus the
ideal class containing a consists of all ideals {au | u ∈ A×}. We denote the set of ideal classes of O
by Cl(O). Given any two full left O-ideals a, b in A, their product ab is also a full left O-ideal in A.
However when A is noncommutative, the ideal class of ab is not necessarily determined by the ideal
class of a and b. Speciﬁcally for each u ∈ A× , the ideal au is in the same class as a, but possibly aub
and ab are in different classes. Hence, if A is noncommutative, the multiplication of O-ideals does
not induce a multiplication on Cl(O).
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O is an R-lattice in A, for every full left O-ideal a in A there is a nonzero r ∈ R such that ar is a left
ideal in O. As above, (1) implies that the map
ordp : J (O) −→ Z, ordp(a) = ordp(O/ar) − ordp(O/Or)
does not depend on the choice of the element r ∈ R with ar ⊂O and thus is well deﬁned. Note that
for any u ∈ A× , ordp(Ou) = ordp(u) as deﬁned before. Next we deﬁne a mapping
div : J (O) −→ Div(O), a −→ div(a) = (−ordp(a)p)p.
For all a ∈ J (O) and all u ∈ A× , we have div(au) = div(a) − div(u), so the map div actually lives on
ideal classes and we may write
div : Cl(O) −→ CH(O).
Note that even when O is an order in a number ﬁeld, Cl(O) is a group only if O is the maximal
order. If O is not the maximal order then one has to restrict to invertible O-ideals, cf. [6, I.12].
Until now we have only dealt with the prime ideals of O, but it is crucial in Arakelov theory to
take also the inﬁnite places into account. Since every semisimple algebra A which is not a division
algebra has nontrivial zero divisors, it does not admit a valuation in the usual sense, and hence
there is no well-deﬁned notion of inﬁnite places of A. For this reason we have to ﬁnd a substitute
to describe the inﬁnite part. Recall that the Minkowski space KR of an algebraic number ﬁeld K is
isomorphic to the real vector space K ⊗Q R and that the logarithm induces a homomorphism log :
(KR)× →⊕v|∞ Rv , where the sum is taken over all inﬁnite places v of K . Hence a possible candidate
to describe the inﬁnite part is the unit group (AR)× of the associated real algebra AR = R ⊗Q A.
In this vein we deﬁne the arithmetic divisor group of O to be
D̂iv(O) = Div(O) × (AR)×,
where the group operation is deﬁned component-wise which makes D̂iv(O) into a non-abelian group.
We write D = (D, D∞) = (∑p vpp, D∞) for the elements of D̂iv(O). Clearly the homomorphism div :
A× → Div(O) extends to a homomorphism
d̂iv : A× −→ D̂iv(O), u −→ d̂iv(u) = (div(u), (1⊗ u)).
The elements d̂iv(u) are called arithmetic principal divisors and they form a subgroup of D̂iv(O), which
we denote by P̂(O). The right cosets
P̂(O)D, D ∈ D̂iv(O)
are called arithmetic divisor classes of O, and the set of all these classes is denoted by ĈH(O). In
other words, ĈH(O) = P̂ (O)\D̂iv(O). In general, P̂ (O) is not a normal subgroup of D̂iv(O), so the set
ĈH(O) is usually not a group. Nevertheless, in analogy with the commutative case, there is a short
exact sequence
0 −→ (AR)×/O× a−→ ĈH(O) π−→ CH(O) −→ 0,
where a is given by [x] → [(0,−x)] and π maps [(D, D∞)] to [D], i.e. a is injective, π is surjective,
and the image of a is equal to the kernel of π .
By a complete O-ideal, we understand an element of the set
Ĵ (O) = J (O) × (AR)×.
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set Ĵ (O) given by
(a,u) −→ au = (au, (1⊗ u−1)a∞).
We denote the set of orbits by Ĉl(O) and call it the set of complete ideal classes of O.
Again we have a mapping
d̂iv : Ĵ (O) −→ D̂iv(O), a = (a,a∞) −→ d̂iv(a) =
(
div(a),a∞
)
.
Since div : A× → Div(O) is a group homomorphism, we have div(u−1) = −div(u), therefore d̂iv(au) =
d̂iv(u−1) · d̂iv(a), hence we get a well-deﬁned map
d̂iv : Ĉl(O) −→ ĈH(O).
The absolute norm of a complete O-ideal a = (a,a∞) is deﬁned to be the real number
N(a) = ∣∣NAR|R(a∞)∣∣∏
p
N(p)ordp(a)/κp ,
where N(p) = (O/p) is the absolute norm and κp the capacity of the prime ideal p of O, and where
NAR|R denotes the norm map from AR to R. For a full left O-ideal a in A, we set N(a) = N((a,1)).
A way to compute this number is given in
Theorem 1. If a is a full leftO-ideal in A, then
N(a)
(i)= (O/ar)(O/Or)−1 (ii)= (O/ar)∣∣NK |Q(r)∣∣−1,
where r ∈ R is any nonzero element such that ar ⊂O.
Proof. Since O is a full R-lattice in A, there exists a nonzero r ∈ R such that ar ⊂O. By deﬁnition,
ordp(a) = ordp(ar) − ordp(r) which implies
N(a) =
∏
p
N(p)ordp(a)/κp
=
∏
p
N(p)(ordp(ar)−ordp(r))/κp
=
∏
p
N(p)ordp(ar)/κp
(∏
p
N(p)ordp(r)/κp
)−1
.
Hence, if the formula N(b) = (O/b) is proven for any ideal b in O, then equation (i) is established.
So let us assume that b is an ideal in O, and let Si be the O-composition factors in the Jordan–
Hölder decomposition series of O/b. As simple left O-modules they are of the form Si ∼= O/mi
with mi a maximal left ideal of O. If we let κi denote the capacity of the prime ideal pi = annO(Si),
then O/mi is a minimal left ideal of O/pi , and the simple ring O/pi is isomorphic to the ring of
κi × κi-matrices over the (skew)ﬁeld EndO/pi (O/mi). Therefore O/pi ∼= (O/mi)κi , whence
N(b) =
∏
p
N(p)ordp(b)/κp =
∏
(O/mi) = (O/b).
i
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NK |Q(x) = NA|Q(x) for every x ∈ K . Secondly, NA|Q(x) = detQ(ρx), where ρx : A → A is right mul-
tiplication by x. Since O is a full Z-lattice in A and r ∈ O, we have detQ(ρr) = detZ(ρ ′r), where
ρ ′r : O → O is the restriction of ρr to O. But it is a basic fact in the theory of ﬁnitely generated
Z-modules that detZ(ρ ′r) = (O/Or). 
As a corollary, we obtain a noncommutative analogue to the well-known product formula∏
v |x|v = 1, which holds for any nonzero element x in a number ﬁeld. In our context the product
formula reads:
Corollary 1. Every u ∈ A× satisﬁes
∏
p
N(p)ordp(u)/κp = ∣∣NA|Q(u)∣∣.
Proof. For u ∈ A× , we may write u = r−1x with r ∈ R and x ∈O. By deﬁnition, ordp(u) = ordp(Ou),
hence applying Theorem 1 yields
∏
p
N(p)ordp(u)/κp =
∏
p
N(p)ordp(Ou)/κp = (O/Our)∣∣NK |Q(r)∣∣−1.
On the other hand we have seen in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1 that (O/Our) =
|NA|Q(ur)|. Since the norm is multiplicative and NK |Q(r) = NA|Q(r), the corollary follows. 
In the light of the previous results, we see that the absolute norm deﬁnes a map
N : Ĉl(O) −→ R∗+. (2)
Indeed, if a and au are two representatives of the same complete ideal class, then
N(au) = ∣∣NAR|R((1⊗ u−1)a∞)∣∣N(au)
= ∣∣NAR|R(1⊗ u−1)∣∣∣∣NAR|R(a∞)∣∣∣∣NA|Q(u)∣∣N(a).
Since NAR|R(1 ⊗ u−1) = NA|Q(u−1) = NA|Q(u)−1, cf. [7, Exercise 1.2], it follows N(au) = N(a), which
shows that the map in (2) is well deﬁned.
There is a homomorphism deg : D̂iv(O) → R deﬁned by
(∑
p
vpp, D∞
)
−→ deg
(∑
p
vpp, D∞
)
=
∑
p
vp
κp
logN(p) − log∣∣NAR|R(D∞)∣∣.
The product formula, Corollary 1, ensures that every arithmetic principal divisor d̂iv(u) ∈ P̂(O) satis-
ﬁes
deg
(
d̂iv(u)
)=∑
p
ordp(u)
κp
logN(p) − log∣∣NA|Q(u)∣∣= 0.
Therefore deg induces a map
deg : ĈH(O) −→ R.
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Ĉl(O) N
d̂iv
R∗+
− log
ĈH(O)
deg
R.
(3)
This commutative diagram generalizes the one valid for orders in number ﬁelds, cf. [6, p. 192].
If A is a ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple K -algebra, then AR = R ⊗Q A is a ﬁnite-dimensional
semisimple R-algebra, cf. [7, (7.18)], hence it follows from [7, (9.26)] that the (reduced) trace map
trAR|R from AR onto R gives rise to the symmetric nondegenerate R-bilinear form
AR × AR −→ R, (x, y) −→ tr(xy).
We call this inner product the (reduced) trace form on AR . It provides a Haar measure on the real
vector space AR , which is unique up to a positive scalar. We choose the normalized Haar measure
(i.e. such that the unit ball has mass 1) and call it the canonical measure on AR . We write vol(X) for
the volume of a subset X ⊂ AR with respect to the canonical measure on AR . For a full Z-lattice L
in AR , we put
vol(L) = vol(Φ(L)),
where Φ(L) is a fundamental domain of L.
Consider now an R-order O in A. Every full left O-ideal a in A is mapped by the embedding
j : A → AR , a → 1 ⊗ a, onto a full Z-lattice j(a) in AR . If a = (a,a∞) is a complete O-ideal then
a∞ ∈ (AR)× , thus a∞ · j(a) is a full Z-lattice in AR . We set
vol(a) = vol(a∞ · j(a))
and call the real number
χ(a) = − log vol(a)
the Euler–Minkowski characteristic of a. Now we are ready to state a Riemann–Roch formula for non-
commutative arithmetic curves:
Theorem 2. Let SpecO be a noncommutative arithmetic curve. Then every complete O-ideal a satisﬁes the
Riemann–Roch formula
χ(a) = deg(d̂iv(a))+χ(O),
whereO = (O,1).
Proof. We already know that deg◦ d̂iv is constant on complete ideal classes, and we claim that the
same holds for the Euler–Minkowski characteristic. Indeed, if au is another representative of the com-
plete ideal class of a = (a,a∞), then
vol(au) = ∣∣NAR|R((1⊗ u−1)a∞)∣∣vol(au) = ∣∣NAR|R(a∞)∣∣vol(a) = vol(a).
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yields
vol(a) = ∣∣NAR|R(a∞)∣∣vol(a) = ∣∣NAR|R(a∞)∣∣vol(O)N(a) = N(a)vol(O). (4)
On the other hand the commutative diagram (3) tells us that deg(d̂iv(a)) = − logN(a), which in
combination with (4) establishes our Riemann–Roch formula. 
The Riemann–Roch formula ﬁnishes our study of complete O-ideals. In the next section we will
see how complete O-ideals are embedded in the more general theory of arithmetic vector bundles
on noncommutative arithmetic curves.
4. Arithmetic vector bundles
Let ∗ be an involution on a ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple real algebra B . A ∗-hermitian metric on
a B-module M is a ∗-hermitian form h : M × M → B such that trB|R ◦h is positive deﬁnite. Here
∗-hermitian means that h is B-linear in the ﬁrst argument and for all x, y ∈ M , h(x, y) = h(y, x)∗ .
Let S be a simple algebra of ﬁnite dimension over R. An involution ∗ on S is called positive if the
twisted trace form given by (x, y) → trS|R(xy∗) is positive deﬁnite. With the help of Wedderburn’s
Structure Theorem, it is easy to see that every ﬁnite-dimensional simple real algebra admits a positive
involution. For more details we refer to [2, Section 5.5]. We call an involution on a semisimple real
algebra B positive, if its restriction to each simple component of B is a positive involution. We have
the following:
Lemma 1. Let B be a ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple real algebra, and let ∗ be a positive involution on B. Then
every ∗-hermitian metric h on B is of the form
h(x, y) = xββ∗ y∗, x, y ∈ B,
for some β ∈ B× .
Proof. It is obvious that such an h is ∗-hermitian. Since β is a unit, it is not a zero divisor, thus
xβ = 0 whenever x = 0. But h(x, x) = xβ(xβ)∗ and ∗ is positive, therefore tr◦h is positive deﬁnite.
On the other hand, if h is a ∗-hermitian metric on B , then h(x, y) = xh(1,1)y∗ and h(1,1)∗ =
h(1,1). The positive deﬁniteness of tr◦h ensures that h(1,1) = ββ∗ for some β ∈ B× . 
Since every B-module is projective it follows directly from the lemma that every ﬁnitely generated
B-module admits a ∗-hermitian metric.
Let us return to the study of noncommutative arithmetic curves SpecO. Recall that O is an
R-order in a ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple K -algebra A. The associated real algebra AR = R ⊗Q A
is ﬁnite-dimensional and semisimple as well, cf. [7, (7.18)]. From now on, we ﬁx a positive involu-
tion ∗ on AR and we simply write hermitian instead of ∗-hermitian.
Deﬁnition 1. An arithmetic vector bundle on SpecO is a pair E = (E,h), where E is a left O-lattice
such that A ⊗O E is a free A-module, and where h : ER × ER → AR is a hermitian metric on the left
AR-module ER = AR ⊗O E .
If A ⊗O E ∼= A then E is called an arithmetic line bundle on SpecO.
In the rest of the section, we generalize some parts of the third chapter of Neukirch’s book [6]
to our setup. We can mostly mimic the constructions and proofs done there. Two arithmetic vector
bundles E = (E,h) and E ′ = (E ′,h′) on SpecO are called isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism
φ : E → E ′ of left O-modules which induces an isometry φR : ER → E ′R , i.e. h′(φR(x),φR(y)) = h(x, y)
for all x, y ∈ ER .
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0 −→ E ′ −→ E −→ E ′′ −→ 0
of arithmetic vector bundles we understand a short exact sequence
0 −→ E ′ α−→ E β−→ E ′′ −→ 0
of the underlying left O-modules which splits isometrically, that is, in the sequence
0 −→ E ′R αR−→ ER βR−→ E ′′R −→ 0,
E ′
R
is mapped isometrically onto αR(E ′R), and the orthogonal complement (αR(E
′
R
))⊥ is mapped
isometrically onto E ′′
R
.
We let
F̂0(O) =
⊕
{E}
Z{E}
be the free abelian group over the isomorphism classes {E} of arithmetic vector bundles on SpecO.
In this group we consider the subgroup R̂0(O) generated by all elements {E ′} + {E ′′} − {E}, which
arise in a short exact sequence
0 −→ E ′ −→ E −→ E ′′ −→ 0
of arithmetic vector bundles on SpecO. The factor group
K̂0(O) = F̂0(O)/R̂0(O)
is called the Grothendieck group of arithmetic vector bundles on SpecO. Note that the Grothendieck
group K̂0(O) depends on the chosen involution ∗ on AR , but since we have ﬁxed the involution, we
omit to indicate this dependence in the notation.
The connection to the Riemann–Roch theory of the last section is given as follows. Every complete
O-ideal a = (a,a∞) gives rise to the particular hermitian metric
ha(x, y) = xa∞(a∞)∗ y∗, x, y ∈ AR,
on aR = AR ⊗O a = AR . We thus obtain the arithmetic line bundle (a,ha) on SpecO for which we
use the notation L(a).
Theorem 3. Let SpecO be a noncommutative arithmetic curve. Then there is a well-deﬁned mapping
Ĉl(O) −→ K̂0(O), [a] −→
[
L(a)
]
.
Moreover the elements [L(a)] generate the Grothendieck group K̂0(O).
Proof. The application [a] → [L(a)] is independent of the choice of the representative a of [a] ∈ Ĉl(O).
Indeed, if b = au, u ∈ A× , is another element in the complete ideal class of a, then for all x, y ∈ AR
we have
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(
x(1⊗ u), y(1⊗ u))= x(1⊗ u)((1⊗ u−1)a∞)((1⊗ u−1)a∞)∗(y(1⊗ u))∗
= xa∞(a∞)∗ y∗
= ha(x, y).
Hence the two line bundles L(a) and L(b) are isomorphic and in particular [L(a)] = [L(b)].
It remains to prove that the elements [L(a)] generate the Grothendieck group K̂0(O). Let [E] ∈
K̂0(O). By deﬁnition, A ⊗O E is a free A-module of ﬁnite rank n say. If (b1, . . . ,bn) is a basis of
A ⊗O E , then for every x ∈ E , the element 1⊗ x ∈ A ⊗O E is uniquely expressible in the form 1⊗ x =
a1b1 + · · · + anbn with ai ∈ A. Let ai be the set of all coeﬃcients ai which occur as x ranges over all
elements of E . This is a ﬁnitely generated left O-submodule of A. Since
Ab1 + · · · + Abn = A ⊗O E = A(a1b1 + · · · + anbn) = Aa1b1 + · · · + Aanbn,
it follows that Aai = A for every i, so each ai is a full left O-ideal in A.
We write F = a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ an−1 and consider the short exact sequence
0 −→ F −→ E −→ an −→ 0
of O-modules. This sequence becomes an exact sequence of arithmetic vector bundles on SpecO, if
we restrict the metric on ER to FR , and if we endow aR = AR with the metric, which is induced by
the isomorphism F⊥
R
∼= AR . But Lemma 1 tells us that every hermitian metric on AR is of the form
h(x, y) = xαα∗ y∗ for some α ∈ (AR)× . Hence [E] = [F ] + [L((a,α))]. By induction on the rank, we get
the desired decomposition of [E]. 
On the one hand we have the homomorphism rk : K̂0(O) → Z deﬁned by rk([E]) = rkA(A ⊗O E);
on the other hand the inclusion i : R ↪→O induces a group homomorphism
i∗ : K̂0(O) −→ K̂0(R),
[
(E,h)
] −→ [(E, trAR|KR ◦h)].
Both are used in
Theorem 4. Let SpecO be a noncommutative arithmetic curve. There is a unique homomorphism
d̂egO : K̂0(O) −→ R
which extends the map deg◦ d̂iv : Ĉl(O) → R, i.e., which satisﬁes d̂egO([L(a)]) = deg(d̂iv[a]) for all [a] ∈
Ĉl(O). This homomorphism is given by
d̂egO
([E])= d̂egK (i∗[E])− rk([E])d̂egK (i∗[O]) (5)
and is called the arithmetic degree map.
Furthermore, if K = Q then d̂egK (i∗[L(a)]) = d̂egQ(i∗[L(a)]) = χ(a) for all [a] ∈ Ĉl(O).
The theorem states that d̂egO behaves exactly like the arithmetic degree map over number ﬁelds.
Speciﬁcally, if a is a complete O-ideal and i : Z ↪→O then
deg
(
d̂iv[a])= d̂egO([L(a)])= d̂egQ(i∗[L(a)])− d̂egQ(i∗[O])= χ(a) −χ(O),
which reproves the Riemann–Roch formula for noncommutative arithmetic curves (Theorem 2). In
this sense, Eq. (5) generalizes the Riemann–Roch formula for noncommutative arithmetic curves. The
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Roch formula for arithmetic curves is also known in the classical case, cf. [6, Chapter III.8]. To prove
Theorem 4, we need a lemma from the theory of hermitian vector bundles on commutative arithmetic
curves, which certainly is well known. But as we could not ﬁnd a proof of it in the literature, we prove
it here.
Lemma 2. Let E = (E,h) be a hermitian vector bundle on a commutative arithmetic curve Spec R, and let
φ,ψ : ER → ER be two endomorphisms. Then
d̂eg
(
E,h ◦ (φ ⊕ ψ))= d̂eg(E) − 1
2
log
∣∣detR(φ)∣∣− 12 log
∣∣detR(ψ)∣∣. (6)
Proof. Following Neukirch [6, III.7], we let i∗E denote the hermitian vector bundle on SpecZ obtained
by push-forward the bundle E . The Riemann–Roch formula for hermitian vector bundles on arithmetic
curves [6, (III.8.2)] asserts
d̂eg(E) = d̂eg(i∗E) − rk(E)d̂eg(i∗R). (7)
We recall
d̂eg(i∗E) = −1
2
log
∣∣det[trKR|R ◦h(xi, x j)]1i, jr∣∣, (8)
where x1, . . . , xr is any Z-basis of E . On the other hand it is an easy exercise in linear algebra to show
det
[
trKR|R ◦h
(
φ(xi),ψ(x j)
)]
1i, jr = det(φ)det(ψ)det
[
trKR|R ◦h(xi, x j)
]
1i, jr,
which in combination with (8) yields
d̂eg
(
i∗
(
E,h ◦ (φ ⊕ ψ)))= −1
2
log
∣∣det(φ)∣∣− 1
2
log
∣∣det(ψ)∣∣+ d̂eg(i∗E).
Putting this into the Riemann–Roch formula (7) establishes (6). 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 3, the Grothendieck group K̂0(O) is generated by the elements
[L(a)], [a] ∈ Ĉl(O), hence a homomorphism K̂0(O) → R for which the restriction to Ĉl(O) coincides
with the map deg◦ d̂iv, is uniquely determined.
Both, d̂egK ◦ i∗ and rk are homomorphisms from K̂0(O) to R, therefore their sum is a homomor-
phism as well. It thus remains to show that all [a] ∈ Ĉl(O) satisfy
d̂egK
(
i∗
[
L(a)
])− d̂egK (i∗O) = deg(d̂iv[a]). (9)
For every nonzero r ∈ R , [L(ar)] = [L(a)], so we may assume a ⊂O. Then
d̂egK
(
i∗
[
L(a)
])= d̂egK ([a, trAR|KR ◦ha])
= − log (O/a) + d̂egK (O, trAR|KR ◦ha)
= − logN(a) − log∣∣NAR|R(a∞)∣∣+ d̂egK (i∗O). (10)
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other hand the commutative diagram (3) tells us
deg
(
d̂iv[a])= − logN(a) = − log∣∣NAR|R(a∞)N(a)∣∣. (11)
Combining (10) and (11) yields (9).
Finally, if a = (a,a∞) is a complete O-ideal then it follows again from Lemma 2 that
d̂egQ
(
i∗
[
L(a)
])= d̂egQ(i∗[L(a,1)])− log∣∣NAR|R(a∞)∣∣. (12)
But it is well known that for any hermitian vector bundle E = (E,h) on SpecZ, d̂egQ(E) =
− log volh(Φ(E)), where Φ(E) is a fundamental domain of the lattice E in ER and volh is the (nor-
malized) Haar measure on ER induced by h. Therefore, d̂egQ(i∗[L(a,1)]) = χ((a,1)), which together
with Eq. (12) shows d̂egQ(i∗[L(a)]) = χ(a) and thus completes the proof. 
5. Heights and duality
The height is a concept which is strongly related to the arithmetic degree. For number ﬁelds this
is classical. We brieﬂy resume the basic facts. Let K be a number ﬁeld of degree d over Q and let
ρ : K → Rd be the embedding of K in the euclidean space Rd given by
ρ(x) = (σ1(x), . . . , σr(x),Reτ1(x), Im τ1(x), . . . ,Reτs(x), Im τs(x)),
where σ1, . . . , σr : K → R are the real embeddings and τ1, τ 1, . . . , τs, τ s : K → C the pairs of complex-
conjugate embeddings of K in C whose images are not contained in R. Using this notation, Schmidt
[8, Chapter 3] deﬁnes the height of an m-dimensional subspace V ⊂ Kn to be
H(V ) = (2s|K |1/2)−m det(ρn(V ∩ Rn)), (13)
where K is the discriminant and R the ring of integers of K .
To describe the relation to the arithmetic degree, we let KR denote the Minkowski space of K and
∗ the canonical involution on KR . Recall that the Minkowski space of K can be identiﬁed with the
real vector space K ⊗Q R. We call the hermitian form
hn : KnR × KnR −→ KnR,
(
(x1, . . . , xn), (y1, . . . , yn)
) −→ x1 y∗1 + · · · + xn y∗n
the canonical metric on Kn
R
. With its help the height of a subspace V of Kn can be expressed as an
arithmetic degree:
log H(V ) = −d̂egK
(
V ∩ Rn,hn
)
.
Since the arithmetic degree is also available when working with semisimple K -algebras, this ob-
servation provides a way to make a deﬁnition in a more general setting. Let O be an R-order in a
ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple K -algebra A. Fix a positive involution ∗ on AR = R⊗Q A and let hn be
the canonical metric on An
R
, that is
hn(x, y) = x1 y∗1 + · · · + xn y∗n for all x, y ∈ AnR.
Then the height HO(V ) of a free A-submodule V ⊂ An is deﬁned by
log HO(V ) = −d̂egO
(
V ∩On,hn
)
.
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Let x → x′ and x → x∗ be two positive involutions on the semisimple real algebra AR and let h′ =
trAR|R ◦h′n , h∗ = trAR|R ◦h∗n be the associated scalar products on the real vector space AR . By deﬁnition
of positive involutions, the restrictions of these involutions to each simple component Ai of AR are
again (positive) involutions. Thus the restrictions of the two involutions x → x′ and x → x∗ to Ai
differ by an automorphism of Ai . Hence it follows from the Skolem–Noether theorem, cf. [7, (7.21)],
that there is some ui ∈ A×i such that for all yi ∈ Ai , y′i = u−1i y∗i ui . This implies that for all x, y ∈ AR ,
trAR|R
(
xy′
)=∑
i
trAi |R
(
xi y
′
i
)=∑
i
trAi |R
(
xiu
−1
i y
∗
i ui
)=∑
i
trAi |R
(
xi y
∗
i
)= trAR|R(xy∗),
whence h′ = h∗ . Applying Theorem 4, this leads to
log HO,′(V ) = −d̂egO
(
V ∩On,h′n
)
= −d̂egQ
(
V ∩On,h′)+ rk(V )χ(O)
= −d̂egQ
(
V ∩On,h∗)+ rk(V )χ(O)
= log HO,∗(V ), (14)
which proves that the height HO does indeed not depend on the chosen involution ∗.
Eq. (14) also shows that if vol denotes the Haar measure on the real vector space An
R
induced
by the scalar product trAR|R ◦hn , then the height HO(V ) of a free A-submodule V of An can be
expressed in terms of volumes of lattices:
HO(V ) = vol(V ∩O
n)
vol(O)rk(V ) . (15)
Hence, in the case where A is a division algebra, our height and the height introduced by Liebendörfer
and Rémond [5] coincide (up the normalization by the degree [A : Q]).
It is an important property of the classical height that it satisﬁes duality, i.e., that the height
of a subspace V of Kn equals the height of its orthogonal complement V⊥ ⊂ Kn . Liebendörfer and
Rémond [5] have established duality for their height HO,∗ under the assumption that O is a maximal
order in a ﬁnite-dimensional rational division algebra. To formulate our duality theorem, we have to
introduce some notation.
As usual we let O be a Z-order in a ﬁnite-dimensional semisimple Q-algebra A and hn the
canonical metric on An
R
associated to a ﬁxed positive involution ∗ on the semisimple real algebra
AR = A⊗Q R. Moreover, we let O˜ denote the lattice dual to O with respect to the twisted trace form
τ : AR × AR → R, (x, y) → trAR|R(xy∗), and in analogy with (15), we deﬁne the height HO˜(V ) of a
free A-submodule V of An as
HO˜(V ) =
vol(VR ∩ O˜n)
vol(O˜)rk(V ) . (16)
Finally, the orthogonal complement V⊥ of a free A-submodule V of An is computed with respect to
the canonical metric hn restricted to An , that is, V⊥ = {x ∈ An | hn(x, y) = 0 for all y ∈ V }.
Theorem 5. If the twisted trace form τ : AR × AR → R assumes integral values on O ×O, then every free
A-submodule V of An satisﬁes
HO(V ) = HO˜
(
V⊥
)
. (17)
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HO(V ) = HO˜(V ), (18)
and in particular,
HO(V ) = HO
(
V⊥
)
.
Proof. If V ′
R
denotes the orthogonal complement of VR with respect to the scalar product h =
trAR|R ◦hn and vol the volume on the real vector space AnR induced by h, then it follows from a
result [1, Proposition 1(ii)] of Bertrand that
vol
(
VR ∩On
)= vol(V ′R ∩ O˜n)vol(On), (19)
cf. the last equation on p. 202 in [1]. We claim
V ′R = V⊥R . (20)
Obviously, V⊥
R
is a subset of V ′
R
, and since h restricted to VR × VR is nondegenerate, it follows
V ′
R
⊕ VR = AnR . But the non-degeneracy of h implies the non-degeneracy of hn restricted to VR × VR ,
whence V ′
R
⊕ VR = AnR and thus V⊥R = V ′R . Combining vol(O˜) = vol(O)−1 with (15), (16), (19) and
(20) establishes (17).
Looking at (15) and (16) and again applying vol(O˜) = vol(O)−1, one sees that (18) is equivalent to
vol(O)rk V = vol(V ∩On)/vol(VR ∩ O˜n).
But vol(V ∩On)/vol(VR ∩ O˜n) = [VR ∩ O˜n : V ∩On] and vol(O) = [O˜ :O], so we are done once
[
VR ∩ O˜n : V ∩On
]= [O˜ :O]rk V (21)
is established.
We are going to prove (21) locally. Since O is a maximal Z-order, it follows from [7, (18.10)] that
for every prime ideal p of Z the localization Op =O ⊗Z Zp of O at p is a left and right principal
ideal ring. Therefore, O˜p is a free right and V ∩Onp a free left Op-module. This implies
VR ∩ O˜np = O˜p
(
VR ∩Onp
)= O˜p(V ∩Onp),
and thus,
[
VR ∩ O˜np : V ∩Onp
]= [O˜pOrk Vp :Ork Vp ]= [O˜p :Op]rk V ,
which establishes (21) and completes the proof. 
For the sake of completeness, we note that if one works with the Haar measure vol′ on AR induced
by the nondegenerate R-bilinear form b = trAR|R ◦bn , where bn(x, y) = x1 y1 + · · · + xn yn , x, y ∈ AnR ,
and puts H ′O(V ) = vol′(V ∩On)/vol′(O)rk V , then the height H ′O satisﬁes duality whenever O is a
maximal order; i.e., the assumption that the twisted trace form assumes integral values on O ×O
becomes needless.
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